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Abstract:  

In this project internet of thing (IOT) based wireless communication. Designers face the difficulty to use such a low cost hardware for 

wireless communication in order to implement these applications. The main objective of this paper communicated between Raspberry 

Pi through Daughter Board using Wi-Fi. That we can transmit web browser using ESP8266 Wi-Fi module. This project work uses 

Raspberry Pi processor as an implementation platform. The Raspberry Pi is a credit card sized single computer or SoC uses 

ARM1176JZF-S core. SoC, or System on a Chip, is a method of placing all necessary electronics for running a computer on a single 

chip. Raspberry Pi needs an Operating system to start up. In the aim of cost reduction, the Raspberry Pi omits any on -board non-

volatile memory used to store the boot loaders, Linux Kernels and file systems as seen in more traditional embedded systems. Rather, 

a SD/MMC card slot is provided for this purpose. After boot load, as per the application program Raspberry Pi will get execute. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Communicat ion is a process of transmitting and receiving files 

to and from a system which consists of transmitter, receiver and 

a channel. A transmitter serves the purpose of sending files, 

Receiver receives files and channel (wired or wireless) is the 

middleware through which communication takes place. Wired 

communicat ion making use of wires provides high speed of 

transmission, great reliability and security while transmission. 

Wired communication between Remote devices become 

difficult, complex and costly due to cabling, socket fittings and 

require high maintenance cost. These problems were overcome 

by the concept of wireless media. Wireless communication 

offers wireless channel via. Bluetooth, Zigbee, WI-Fi, Infrared 

waves etc. for data transmission where data security, reliab ility 

is compromised to a certain level. Widely available and 

acceptable wireless communicat ion protocols such as: Bluetooth 

based upon IEEE 802.11.1a standard provides personal area 

network and utilizes unlicensed ISM band of 2.4 GHz providing 

transmission range up to 10- 100meters. Zigbee based up on 

IEEE 802.11.14 standard operates on 2.4 GHz ISM band utilizes 

direct sequence spread spectrum technique (DSSS). It works on 

principal of LOS which is capable of providing transmission 

range up to 70 meters with a benefit of low power. Infrared 

provides line of sight communicat ion for short range between 

transmitter and receiver. Wi-Fi wireless fidelity, based upon 

IEEE 802.11a/b/g standard is capable of providing data rates up 

to 54 mbps. In this paper, Bluetooth serial communication is 

implemented via. Serial communication using Raspberry Pi’s 

UART. In the rest of paper section II explains system 

architecture, section III implements the proposed architecture, 

section IV brings out the analysis of result and section V 

comprises of conclusion and future work.  

 

II. S YSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
Figure.1. system architecture  

 

The raspberry pi is a series of a credit card sized single board 

computer  all the models features of Broadcom system on a chip 

(SoC),which includes an arm compatible central process unit 

(CPU) and an on chip graphics processing unit(GPU) video core 

CPU speed ranges from 900MHZ to1.2GHZ for the raspberry pi 

3 and on board memory range from 512MB to 1GB RAM secure 

digital(SD) cards are used to store the operating system and 

program memory in either the SDHC or micro SDHC site. Most 

boards have between one Ethernet slot and four USB slots, one 

HDMI composite video output the broadcombcm2837SoC used 

in latest generation raspberry pi. GPIO (general purpose input 

output) pins in this GPIO pins total 40 pins are there 26 pins 

GPIO pins and remain ing pins 14 are ground and power supply 

pins. Mainly we are using four pins 4, 6 and 38, 40. The 4th pin 

dc power supplying purpose and 6th pin is to ground to the 

relays and 38, 40 pins to using the connect to relays. A relay is 

an electrically operated switch. Current flowing through the coil 
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of the relay creates a magnetic field which attracts a lever 

changes the switch the switch contacts the coil current can be on 

or off so relays have two switch positions and they are double 

throw switches. We are using hfd27/005-srelay the low voltage 

battery circuit can use a relay to switch a 230v and 5v/2.5amp 

power supplied. In this block diagram we are using two 

applications one is bulb and fan finally we are connect to the 

relays to bulb and fan. 

 

2.1 Ras pberry pi  

 

A Raspberry Pi is a thirty five dollar, credit card sized computer 

board which when plugged into an LCD and attachment of a 

keyboard and a mouse, it is able to complete the functions of any 

regular PC can. Like a PC, it has RAM, Hard Drive (SD Card), 

Audio and Video ports, USB port, HDMI port, and Ethernet 

port. With the Pi, users can create spread sheets, word-

processing, browse the internet, play high definition video and 

much more. It was designed to be a cost friendly computer for 

users who needed one. Here we are using Raspberry pi 3 model 

B. it uses 1GB LPDDR RAM and inbuilt Wi-Fi is there when 

compared to earlier versions. 

  

2.2 Relay 

 

A relay is an electrically operated switch. Current flowing 

through the coil of the relay creates a magnetic field which 

attracts a lever and changes the switch contacts. The coil current 

can be on or off so relays have two switch positions and they are 

double throw (changeover) switches.  

 

 
Figure. 2. Relay IC 

 

The above figure 2 shows the relay. Relays allow one circuit to 

switch a second circuit which can be completely separate from 

the first. For example a low voltage battery circuit can use a 

relay to switch a 230V AC mains circuit. There is no electrical 

connection inside the relay between the two circuits; the link is 

magnetic and mechanical.  

 

2.2 DC Motor 

 

DC motors are configured in many types and sizes, including 

brush less, servo, and gear motor types. A motor consists of a 

rotor and a permanent magnetic field stator. The magnetic field 

is maintained using either permanent magnets or electromagnetic 

windings..Motors are the devices that provide the actual speed 

and torque in a drive system.  Th is family includes AC motor 

types (single and mult iphase motors, universal, servo motors, 

induction, synchronous, and gear motor) and DC motors (brush 

less, servo motor, and gear motor) as well as linear, stepper and 

air motors, and motor contactors and starters.  

 

III. RES ULTS  

 

 
Figure.3. Controlling from web page  

 

 
Figure.4. when both are in OFF state 

 

The above figure shows the initial stage it is before perform to 

the all set of wired connections are arranged after that  the user 

go to the web page or IP address we are  set up to the ready the  

operating. 

 

 
 

Figure. 5. Fan ON and bulb OFF 
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The above figure shows the operation in the project when we 

type the IP address to take proper address and give the result 

when we press the fan button on it will be work done and when 

it is not required to the work we are put off fan  

 
Figure.6. bulb ON and fan OFF 

 

The above figure shows the operation in the project when we 

type the IP address bar in their  proper address we will g ive 

request and system will give the perfect result ,response we are 

bulb button is on  it will perfect work done when we are not 

required it  will be off mode. 

 

 
Figure. 7. when both are in ON condition 

 

The above figure shows  to the perform to multip le operations at 

a time    the user first go to the web page and type the IP address 

bar correctly and it operation to the start  first we are supplied 

power after we will do the functions operation   bulb on and fan 

on then  raspberry pi it will be calls the relays through ports 2,4 

& 38,40 the relays functions start the working fan on & bulb on 

when we are not required that operation  we are go to off mode 

like fan off & bulb off  mode finally successfully done   

  

IV. CONCLUS ION  

 

Design & Development of Daughter Board for raspberry pi to 

support Wi-Fi communicat ion using Raspberry pi has been 

tested and implemented. The experiments are carried out using 

Raspberry Pi operating at 1.2 GHz and internal Wi-Fi depending 

on communicates the mobiles. And the mobile through 

controlling devices. 
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